LANDSCAPES
CIRCLE ONE (OR MORE)!

PLAIN (LOWLAND) or PLATEAU (UPLAND) or MOUNTAIN (HIGHLAND)

A)  PLAIN (LOWLAND) or PLATEAU (UPLAND) or MOUNTAIN (HIGHLAND)
B)  PLAIN (LOWLAND) or PLATEAU (UPLAND) or MOUNTAIN (HIGHLAND)
C)  PLAIN (LOWLAND) or PLATEAU (UPLAND) or MOUNTAIN (HIGHLAND)

by Charles Burrows
PLAIN (LOWLAND) or PLATEAU (UPLAND) or MOUNTAIN (HIGHLAND)

25 million years ago

15 million years ago

Present time

SEA LEVEL

VERTICAL SCALE (meters)

1000

500

0

PLAIN (LOWLAND) or PLATEAU (UPLAND) or MOUNTAIN (HIGHLAND)

A)

PLAIN (LOWLAND) or PLATEAU (UPLAND) or MOUNTAIN (HIGHLAND)

B)

PLAIN (LOWLAND) or PLATEAU (UPLAND) or MOUNTAIN (HIGHLAND)

C)

PLAIN (LOWLAND) or PLATEAU (UPLAND) or MOUNTAIN (HIGHLAND)

D)

PLAIN (LOWLAND) or PLATEAU (UPLAND) or MOUNTAIN (HIGHLAND)

by Charles Burrows